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MRFF EXPOSES
ARMY CHIEF OF CHAPLAINS'

PROMOTION OF MARRIAGE FILM BY
HOMOPHOBIC CHRISTIAN GROUP

Excerpt from MRFF op-ed below:

"What part of the 'full-court press,' with the Chief of Chaplains
randomly checking up on chaplains to make sure they watched

it, and chaplains checking up on their units’ leaders to make sure
that they watched it, says 'voluntary?'"

MRFF OP-ED
ON DAILY KOS

Army Chief of Chaplains’
“Full-Court Press” to Promote Marriage Film

by Homophobic Christian Group

By: Chris Rodda, MRFF Senior Research Director

Wednesday, August 5, 2020

The email from a senior Army chaplain to other
chaplains read, “This is a full-court press from our
Chief of Chaplains.”  

The email was about a new marriage video just released
by the Army Chaplain Corps. called Growing Through
Adversity.

The email further said, “The Chief of Chaplain’s office will be making
random calls to check and see if every chaplain and RAS [Religious
Affairs Specialist] has watched this video.”

The email then instructs the chaplains to “be creative” in getting their
“units/formations” to watch the video.

Another email, this one from the 2-star general Chief of Chaplains’ office
itself, directs all chaplains to: “Ensure that your leaders watch and view
this film. Follow-up with them to see that they actually viewed it.”

And yet the disclaimer at the beginning of the film says (emphasis added):

“Thank you for voluntarily watching this Strong Bonds film.”

[...]

Those emails, revealing the truth about how this video is being very un-
voluntarily foisted upon chaplains and leaders, and “creatively” to be
foisted on the troops, were of course not meant to be publicly seen, but
were leaked to the Military Religious Freedom Foundation (MRFF) by
chaplains who strongly object to the film.

[...]

The film’s exclusion of any representation of same-sex couples makes
chaplains from LGBTQ-friendly denominations not want to use it, as it
does not represent their sincerely held religious views.

The film is also, not surprisingly, specifically Christian, despite the
Army’s great religious diversity, and the even more important fact that
the Army’s Strong Bonds program, which this film was produced under
the auspices of, is not supposed to be religious at all. So, of course, the
Army went out and enlisted a rabidly fundamentalist Christian outfit to
produce the film for this supposedly non-religious program.

[...]

Click to Read Full Op-Ed

Strong Bonds has been on MRFF's
radar for over a decade.

See background and past victory.

5/25/17 - MRFF's Strong Action Against "Strong Bonds" Leads to
Expedient Rescind and Rewrite!

8/19/11 - How Much Money Could the Department of Defense Save
If It Stopped Trying to Save Souls?

9/9/08 - Baseball, Jesus, and Alaska's Military Bases

CBN NEWS
COVERS MRFF

Sen. Ted Cruz Cites 'Religious Discrimination' in US
Military, Urges Defense Secretary to Take Action

By: CBN News

Tuesday, August 4, 2020

(Excerpts from CBN News/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

Sen. Ted Cruz (R-TX) has sent a follow-up letter to Defense Secretary Mark
Esper raising his concerns about "religious discrimination" in the Department
of Defense (DOD) and how the department should address "its culture of
hostility towards religion."

"The Department must do better. It must take affirmative steps to stop those
in its ranks from targeting religious individuals and violating the United
States Constitution," Cruz said in the letter, according to Fox News. 

The Texas senator specifically asked about the case of Christian Air Force
veteran Jay Lorenzen, who was scheduled to speak at an annual training
event for Marine Corps (USMC) JAG reservists last month. Lorenzen's
presentation was canceled after the Military Religious Freedom
Foundation (MRFF) voiced its reservist clients' concerns that Lt. Col.
Lorenzen's comments would be influenced by his beliefs.

[...]

Click to Read Article

WORLD TRIBUNE
COVERS MRFF

Cruz accuses Pentagon of
‘culture of hostility towards religion’

after Christian Air Force vet’s talk canceled

By: World Tribute Staff

Tuesday, August 4, 2020

(Excerpts from World Tribune/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

The Pentagon’s “culture of hostility towards religion” must be addressed,
Sen. Ted Cruz said in a letter to Defense Secretary Mark Esper.

Cruz, Texas Republican, accused the Defense Department of “religious
discrimination” in the letter, specifically asking whether the department had
brought discipline in a case involving Air Force veteran Jay Lorenzen, whose
scheduled speech to an annual training for Marine Corps (USMC) JAG
reservists last month was canceled, Fox News reported on Monday.

Lorenzen’s speech was canceled after the Military Religious Freedom
Foundation (MRFF) relayed its reservist clients’ concerns about Lorenzen’s
Christian beliefs influencing his remarks, the report said.

[...]

Click to Read Article

AMERICAN THINKER
COVERS MRFF

VA on a wild veteran chase

By: Joanna Rosamond

Tuesday, August 4, 2020

(Excerpts from American Thinker/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

Every Veterans' Day, politicians and V.A. elites lament veteran suicides "due
to mental health problems" as if unaware that the V.A.'s bureaucratic elves
had already wrapped perpetually devastating "Christmas gifts" for
veterans. Some of these "gifts" are wrapped in protective coloring for
homelessness, others are in plain brown wrappers for Agent Orange claims,
and still others are in camouflage for opioid prescriptions — you name it. By
the end of the fete, there are just friends' wishes of "Happier Veterans Day"
and, as a bonus, an evening of collective swearing, because as Mark Twain
correctly put it: "under certain circumstances, profanity provides a relief
denied even to prayer."

[...]

V.A. VIPs do not seem to understand that honor matters and, even if it is
textually "gravely wrong," refuse to admit it. In May, the Military Religious
Freedom Foundation, and veterans from Texas and Utah, demanded
that the V.A. remove Nazi grave markers from gravesites where enemy
troops were buried alongside American veterans, but V.A. secretary
Robert Wilkie thought it would be better to "find a way to put this in
historical context." Maybe the V.A. also considers that lost time and lost
hope, and therefore lost lives, of American veterans should be put in "PTSD
context. " How many veterans from the "suicide epidemic" list died not
because of combat "rabies," but due to a "Post-V.A. Stress Disorder"? It
would be time for V.A. to clean its own backyard.

[...]

Click to Read Article
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